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A fully-coupled, real-time-capable fluid dynamics/flight dynamics simulation was developed, that is
validated against flight test data measured with a MBB Bo-105 helicopter. The highly-efficient Lattice-
Boltzmann based fluid dynamics solver and the blade element based flight dynamics code were coupled
through the rotor thrust and inflow. This dynamic inflow model extracted the inflow velocities from
the computed flow field and passed them to the flight dynamics code to predict thrust and rotorcraft
motion. The local rotor thrust was imposed on the fluid cells comprising the rotor disk. The advantage
of this two-way coupled approach is that it enables the real-time calculation of the flow environment
and the dynamic inflow into the rotors without prior knowledge of the flow field, and it allows to
model the influence of arbitrary moving objects in the vicinity of the rotorcraft on the fluid mechanics
and flight dynamics at simulation run-time. Power requirements and controls in trimmed stationary
forward flight were predicted well by the new model. The on-axis response of the helicopter to pilot step
inputs also correlated well with the flight test data. The off-axis response showed the correct trends, but
the amplitudes were mostly underpredicted. This underprediction was similar to results obtained using
the Pitt-Peters inflow model instead of the new modeling approach. The results gave confidence in the
developed computational model, although areas for improvement were also identified. In the longer
term, this new modeling approach may enable more realistic pilot training for challenging operations
such as ship deck landings, where rapid changes to the flow field and the environment around the
rotorcraft affect its flight dynamics.

Nomenclature

cg Coordinate system in the center of gravity
d Fluid cell length in flow solver, m
∆ Difference from trimmed state
Ii j Entry i j of inertia tensor, kgm2

κ Induced power factor
lbm Coordinate system of the fluid solver
N Rotational velocity of the main rotor, rad/s
N0 Reference rotational velocity of main rotor, rad/s
Nlbm Cells per edge of cubic domain in the fluid solver
NΨ Number of points in circumferential direction
NR Number of blade elements
Pmr Power required by the main rotor, kW
Φ Roll attitude of the helicopter, deg
Ψ Heading of the helicopter, deg
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pcg Angular velocity in rolling (xcg-axis), deg/s
qcg Angular velocity in pitching (ycg-axis), deg/s
R Main rotor radius, m
rcg Angular velocity in yawing (zcg-axis), deg/s
ρ Local air density, kg/m3

ρ0 Reference air density at mean sea level, kg/m3

Θ Pitch attitude of the helicopter, deg
ucg Velocity in xcg-axis, m/s
vi

0 Mean induced velocity component, m/s
vi

c Cosine component of induced velocity, m/s
vi

s Sine component of induced velocity, m/s

Introduction

To train pilots in simulators for complicated flight situa-
tions such as the flight in the wake of large objects (e.g.,
ship airwakes) or in time-varying ground effect, the flight
dynamics model has to be able to adequately represent the
resulting changes in dynamic reaction and handling of the
rotorcraft when flying in such conditions. As the rotorcraft
motion is mainly defined by the forces and moments pro-
duced by and acting on the rotors, the effects of the ground



(or other solid structures) and the changing flow field on
the rotors are of particular importance. These interactional
effects with the surroundings (i.e., wake–structure interac-
tion and rapidly changing flow gradients) manifest in a dis-
tortion of the rotor wake and in a change in inflow into the
rotors, hence affecting the flight dynamics of the rotorcraft.

To partially capture this behavior, established models
such as the Pitt-Peters dynamic inflow model [1] have been
modified and extended to provide more flexibility and gen-
erality, e.g. [2–4]. A comprehensive overview of the de-
velopment and evolution of inflow models is given by Pe-
ters [5]. Despite their efficiency and success, these inflow
models are not able to represent the influence of arbitrary
objects surrounding the helicopter on its flight dynamics.
RANS-based methods provide this capability but cannot be
computed in real-time [6–8]. Therefore, to provide a real-
time capable inflow model to be used in flight simulators, in
this case, computations of RANS-based fluid solvers have
to be tabulated beforehand, i.e., prior knowledge of the
flow field is required. Another approach uses computation-
ally more efficient free vortex wake methods on graphics
cards, that can achieve real-time capability while also of-
fering high flexibility to tailor models towards the needed
fidelity [9]. However, these methods are not well suited
for situations where complex (moving or non-moving) ge-
ometries, such as in urban environments or on ship decks,
interact with the external flow (e.g., winds) and the rotor
wake.

Another modeling approach to calculate the rotor inflow
and the rotor wake including the effects of the surroundings
was presented in previous work by the authors [10]. The
presented dynamic inflow model was shown to be able to
capture the distortion of the rotor wake due to the wake of
moving and non-moving objects near the rotorcraft without
any prior knowledge except for the geometry of these ob-
jects. Because of its real-time capability, this fully-coupled
fluid dynamics/flight dynamics model can be used in pi-
loted flight simulations.

Although partial validation was done [10] for this com-
putational model, a more extensive validation is still neces-
sary. In Ref. [10] the main rotor power, pilot inputs and the
resulting dynamic reaction of the inflow were compared to
the results obtained by the Pitt-Peters model [1]. Neverthe-
less, to prove the capabilities and fidelity of the new model,
and its practicality to be used in piloted flight simulations,
the system response of the rotorcraft when subjected to pi-
lot inputs has to agree with the measured response in actual
flight. Therefore, the validation of the developed inflow
model was extended by comparisons to flight test data.

The flight tests, that were conducted and provided by
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) using an MBB Bo-
105 C helicopter, were used to evaluate the fidelity of the
model and the practicality to be used in flight simulators.
Thus, the focus of the current work is on the reaction of
the helicopter to the pilot control inputs. Power and control
requirements in trimmed stationary forward flight, and the

dynamic response of the rotorcraft to pilot inputs were an-
alyzed and correlated to the flight test data. Because of its
extensive use in rotorcraft flight simulations, the dynamic
inflow model of Pitt and Peters [1] in the implementation
following Peters and Haquang [11] was also included in the
comparisons.

Modeling Approach

The flight dynamics model described in more detail in
Ref. [10] consisted of a blade element based rotor dynamics
code that was coupled with a Lattice-Boltzmann based fluid
dynamics solver to calculate the forces of the main rotor.
A mechanical six-degree-of-freedom model for the fuse-
lage together with measured lift and drag polars to calcu-
late aerodynamic forces on fuselage and empennage were
used. For the blade element based rotor dynamics code,
the main rotor was modeled using fully articulated, rigid
blades allowing lead-lag, flap, and feathering motion. Each
blade was discretized with NR = 8 blade elements in radial
direction. In circumferential direction, the rotor was dis-
cretized with NΨ = 72 evenly spaced azimuthal positions,
i.e., every five degrees of rotor azimuth.

The aerodynamic forces that acted on the blade at ev-
ery one of these positions were calculated using measured
profile polars for lift and drag of the NACA 23012 air-
foil. The resulting aerodynamic forces were passed to the
Lattice-Boltzmann solver that calculated the entire flow
field around the rotorcraft including the flow through the
rotor, and then handed the result back to the blade element
code. With this, the dynamic inflow and the rotor forces
were calculated using the blade element code coupled with
the fluid dynamics solver.

The fluid solver used a cubic computational domain
with an edge length of 4R, with R being the main rotor
radius; see Fig. 1. The cubic grid was fixed to the rotor-
craft and an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian moving grid ap-
proach [12] was used to reduce computational expense by
minimizing the physical size of the computational domain.
The rotor hub was located one R from the top of the domain
and centered in the other two directions. This ensured that
3R were left below the rotor to be able to fully capture the
ground effect that becomes insignificant at heights greater
than 3R above the ground plane [13]. The resolution Nlbm
of the simulation was defined as the number of cells per
edge length of the cubic domain, which resulted in a fluid
cell length of d = 4R

Nlbm
.

Only the linear/harmonic coupling mode as discussed
in Ref. [10] was used. In this mode, the coefficients of the
harmonic analysis of the thrust of all blades were sent to
the fluid dynamics solver to calculate the flow field. The
coefficients of a linearization of the velocity, as used in the
Pitt-Peters model, were sent back to the flight dynamics
code to calculate the forces and moments of the rotor. This
way the model was fully coupled and comparable to the
Pitt-Peters model.



To represent objects inside the fluid solver’s computa-
tional domain, the position and shape of (moving and non-
moving) objects and terrain were extracted from a database
and modeled using bounce-back wall boundary conditions
[14]. The fuselage of the helicopter was also modeled using
the same wall boundary conditions. By updating the posi-
tion and size of the objects, the fluid solver was able to cap-
ture changing terrain and obstacles during run-time using
ray-tracing algorithms. With this the effect of these solid
objects on the flow field, i.e., information about the flow
modifications, was transported to the rotors by the fluid
solver. The resulting perturbation of the inflow changes the
thrust and moments that the rotor produces, thereby chang-
ing the flight dynamics and handling qualities of the heli-
copter. Therefore, the pilot is able to feel the influence that
the surroundings have on the helicopter.

xcgycg

zcg

xlbm

zlbm

ylbm klbm

ilbm

jlbm

Fig. 1: Fluid domain with an exemplary grid of
Nlbm = 4, coordinate system in the center of gravity, cg,
and coordinate system and grid indices of the Lattice-
Boltzmann solver, lbm. For simplicity, cell edges inside
the domain are not shown. From Ref. [10].

The inflow into the tail rotor was not modeled using the
coupled approach because this would result in extremely
poor spatial resolutions. Instead, its inflow was calculated
using the dynamic inflow model of Pitt and Peters [1]. This
also allowed for a better comparison of the effects of the
inflow models on the main rotor alone. Both rotors were
modeled as steady-state rotors in the flight dynamics code
and as actuator disks in the fluid solver following the dis-
cussion in Ref. [10]. Using the steady-state assumption
in transient maneuvers, the rotor reacts instantaneously to
changes in the inflow or the controls. Nevertheless, for low-
frequency control inputs or low-frequency variations of the
inflow into the rotors, this assumption was found valid be-
cause the blade motion adjusted after about one rotor rev-
olution, which is very fast compared to the reaction of the

rotorcraft [15]. Because the current paper focuses on the
validation of the model and not the model development it-
self, a more detailed discussion on the modeling approach
is given in Ref. [10].

Results and Discussion

The flight test data used for model validation were obtained
by DLR Braunschweig in the IBIS project. The used he-
licopter was a MBB Bo-105 C with a take-off weight of
2200kg, rectangular blades with a linear twist of −6.2deg
in the profiled section (NACA 23012), and a main rotor ra-
dius of R = 4.92m. The rotorcraft center of gravity was
located 0.03m forward and 1.48m below the center of the
main rotor hub. The mass distribution yielded the follow-
ing moments of inertia in the cg-system (as shown in Fig.
1): Ixx = 1433kgm2, Iyy = 4973kgm2, Izz = 4099kgm2,
and Ixz = 660kgm2. For all comparisons in this paper, the
same rotorcraft was simulated using the fully-coupled in-
flow model [10] and the Pitt-Peters inflow model [1].

Trimmed Stationary Forward Flight

The first comparison concerns the power consumption of
the main rotor, the attitudes of the helicopter, and the
control inputs for trimmed forward flight at various flight
speeds. The required main rotor power, Pmr, is shown in
Fig. 2. It was normalized by the density ratio to compare
to the flight test data at various heights and environmental
conditions [16].
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Fig. 2: Total power required by main rotor over for-
ward flight velocity, ucg. Results obtained by the fully-
coupled dynamic inflow model for Nlbm = 32 ( ), 64
( ), 128 ( ), and 192 ( ). Pitt-Peters model
( ) and flight test measurements ( ) for comparison.

For low forward speeds of up to 10 m
s the power pre-

dicted by the fully-coupled model and the Pitt-Peters model
was lower than the power consumption measured in the
flight tests. In the region of ucg = 10 − 40 m

s the power
calculated using either of the inflow models agreed well



with the flight test data. For velocities beyond ucg = 40 m
s

the flight tests showed greater power consumption com-
pared to the models, and a diverging trend with further in-
creasing forward flight speed. Furthermore, the computed
hover power required by the fully-coupled model did not
converge with increasing resolution of the fluid dynam-
ics solver, which was already investigated and discussed
in Ref. [10].

As both inflow models were based on the momentum
theory (without any corrections), they underpredicted the
induced power because they did not account for non-ideal
effects [13, 15]. In contrast, Fig. 3 shows the main rotor
power predicted by both inflow models using an induced
power factor of κ = 1.25. The high value for κ is a reason-
able assumption because of the relatively old rotor design
of the MBB Bo-105 C using rectangular, weakly linearly
twisted blades with a twist rate of −6.2deg/r, with r being
the length of the profiled blade.
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Fig. 3: Total power required by main rotor using
κ = 1.25 for the induced power, plotted over forward
flight velocity, ucg. Results obtained by the fully-coupled
dynamic inflow model for Nlbm = 32 ( ), 64 ( ),
128 ( ), and 192 ( ). Pitt-Peters model ( ) and
flight test measurements ( ) for comparison.

Using the discussed correction for the induced power,
the total power predicted by both inflow models corre-
lated well with the flight test data for forward speeds of
up to ucg = 40 m

s . For higher forward speeds, the required
power was still underpredicted compared to the flight test
data. This underprediction was caused partly by the in-
duced power that increases again at high forward flight ve-
locities because of the low loading on the edges of the ro-
tor disk [17], an effect that was not modeled. The second
and dominant contribution to the difference in power was
attributed to the measured drag polar for the fuselage, be-
cause it did not incorporate the effects of flow separation
and increased pressure drag at higher speeds. This rea-
soning was also supported by the good agreement in the
pitch attitude, Θ, of the fuselage (shown in Fig. 4), a re-
sult by which (a potentially incorrect) pitch attitude can be
excluded as a potential source of any extra power required.
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Fig. 4: Roll angle, Φ, and pitch angle, Θ, over forward
flight velocity, ucg. Results obtained by the fully-coupled
dynamic inflow model for Nlbm = 32 ( ), 64 ( ),
128 ( ), and 192 ( ). Pitt-Peters model ( ) and
flight test measurements ( ) for comparison.

The roll attitude, Φ, did not contribute to the parasitic
power of the fuselage because the drag polar was not de-
pendent on Φ. It is worth noting that neither the choice
of the inflow model nor the resolution of the fully-coupled
model notably changed the predicted pitch attitude. As the
position of the center of gravity was kept constant, this im-
plies that the pitching moment of the rotor was of the same
magnitude for both the fully-coupled and the Pitt-Peters in-
flow models. The predicted roll attitude showed qualitative
agreement with the measurements, but due to the high scat-
tering of the flight test data further comparisons were diffi-
cult.

Comparing the control inputs necessary for trimmed
forward flight (shown in Fig. 5), the predicted collec-
tive inputs correlated well up to about ucg = 40 m

s , with
the fully-coupled model performing better than the Pitt-
Peters model, except for the hover case. In hover, the fully-
coupled dynamic inflow model did not show convergence
with increasing resolution of the fluid solver. At forward
speeds greater than ucg = 40 m

s the collective input was un-
derpredicted by both models, which correlated well with
the corrected main rotor power shown in Fig. 3. To com-
pare collective inputs from the flight tests with the models,
the measured data had to be corrected by 26.35%. This was
done because of the specific collective calibration used in



the flight tests, which zeroed the collective input when the
blade pitch angle at 0.75R was zero.

The pedal input (shown in the second plot of Fig. 5)
showed high scatter in the recorded flight test data. Never-
theless, qualitative agreement of the fully-coupled model
and the Pitt-Peters model with the measurements was
found. Similar to the collective, the pedal input showed in-
creasing differences to the measured data at speeds greater
than ucg = 30 m

s .

The lateral input of the fully-coupled model showed a
strong dependency on the resolution of the fluid solver, as
shown in the third plot of Fig. 5. Although convergence for
the hover state was not found, in forward flight the lateral
input converged for the resolutions Nlbm = 128 and higher.
For these resolutions, the fully-coupled model showed the
same trends as the flight test data and the Pitt-Peters model.
The constant offset from the flight test data suggested to
come from calibration in the testing, although this was not
clear. Nevertheless, it is shown that the fully-coupled in-
flow model correctly predicted the trends, including the
reversal in the low-flight-speed regime, which was previ-
ously shown to be an important factor for model perfor-
mance [18].

Regarding the longitudinal cyclic input, also shown in
Fig. 5, both predictive models gave similar results, which
were independent of the resolution of the fluid solver. Sim-
ilar to the lateral input, the reason for the constant offset
between the models and the flight test data was not clear.
Nevertheless, both models correctly predicted the trends
for the cyclic inputs required for trimmed stationary for-
ward flight.

The necessity of lateral input in slow forward flight is
caused by the non-uniformity of the inflow between the for-
ward and the aft blades [18]. This variation is expressed by
the cosine component of the induced velocity, vi

c, which is
shown in Fig. 6 along with the other components of the in-
duced inflow velocity as defined by Pitt and Peters [1]. For
the cosine component, a clear dependence on the resolution
Nlbm of the fluid solver was observed, which caused a com-
parable convergence behavior as for the lateral cyclic input
shown previously; see Fig. 5.

Chen’s investigation [19] of various inflow models in
slow forward flight showed that the peak of vi

c was located
at a velocity value smaller than two times the mean in-
duced velocity, vi

0, in hover. This was also true for the
Pitt-Peters inflow model as well as for the fully-coupled
inflow model as used in the current study; see Fig. 6. Fur-
thermore, Chen found [19] that the cosine coefficient of
the inflow calculated by the Pitt-Peters model correlated
well with measurements. The cosine component of the in-
flow velocity predicted by the fully-coupled inflow model
correlated well with the results from the Pitt-Peters model,
although a strong dependence on the resolution of the fluid
flow computations was also observed.

The sine component, vi
s, as predicted by the fully-

coupled model did not agree with the Pitt-Peters model,
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Fig. 5: Collective, pedal, lateral, and longitudinal cyclic
input in trimmed forward flight obtained by the fully-
coupled model for Nlbm = 32 ( ), 64 ( ), 128 ( ),
and 192 ( ). Pitt-Peters model ( ) and flight test
measurements ( ) for comparison.



which could be caused by the fuselage that was modeled
with wall boundary conditions in the fluid solver, therefore
influencing the flow. Nevertheless, as the magnitudes of
the sine components were very small compared to the co-
sine components, their influence on the helicopter motion
was also comparatively small. The mean inflow component
predicted by the fully-coupled model correlated well with
the Pitt-Peters model except for hover, which came from
the discussed convergence problems in this case and needs
to be investigated further.
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Fig. 6: Mean vi
0, sine vi

s, and cosine vi
c components as

used by Pitt and Peters [1]. Values of the fully-coupled
model for Nlbm = 32 ( ), 64 ( ), 128 ( ), and
192 ( ). Corresponding values from the Pitt-Peters
model ( ) for comparison.

Dynamic Reaction to Pilot Inputs

The predicted results in trimmed stationary forward flight
of the fully-coupled model for Nlbm ≥ 128 and the Pitt-
Peters model correlated well with the flight test data for
flight speeds up to ucg = 40 m

s . Therefore, the following
investigation of the dynamic reaction to pilot inputs fo-
cused on the flight speed regime below ucg = 40 m

s and
excluded hover. To investigate the dynamic behavior of
the helicopter model, the reactions to doublet inputs in the
lateral, longitudinal, and collective in slow forward flight
were compared to the corresponding flight test results; see
Figs. 7–9. As the trim for these flight conditions differed
between the models and the flight tests, the inputs neces-
sary for the trimmed flight were subtracted from the time
history of the inputs, resulting in differential inputs to the
trimmed state that are indicated by a preceding ∆.

Remember that when using the steady-state rotor as-
sumption in transient maneuvers, the rotor reacts instan-
taneously to changes in the inflow or the controls. Never-
theless, for low-frequency control inputs or low-frequency
variations of the inflow, in previous work this assumption
was found valid because the blade motion adjusted after
about one rotor revolution, which is very fast compared to
the reaction of the rotorcraft [15]. To evaluate the influence
of the steady-state rotor assumption on the resulting heli-
copter motion, results using the Pitt-Peters model with and
without steady-state assumption were also included.

Aside from the influence on the flight dynamics, the
steady-state assumption had an influence on the main ro-
tor power. Because of the enforced main rotor relative ro-
tational speed of 100%, the power showed high-frequency
oscillations that were not present in the results without the
steady-state rotor assumption; see Figs. 7–9. This outcome
originated from the suppression of a continuous flapping
variation over time by the steady-state rotor assumption,
because it enforced a steady flapping reaction of the rotor
in each timestep of the calculation. This high-frequency
oscillation did not influence the response of the computed
helicopter motion, because it was filtered by the inertia of
the fuselage.

Excluding the last row, the following figures are ordered
so as to show the response of the helicopter grouped by
axes. The roll axis pilot input and system response are
shown in the first (i.e., left) column, the pitch axis input
and response in the second column, and the yaw axis input
and response in the third (i.e., right) column. Aside from
the pilot cyclic, pedal, and collective inputs (shown in the
first row from top), vehicle angular velocities (second row
from top), and the attitudes (third row from top) are shown.
The descent rate (calculated from the vertical speed indica-
tor), the main rotor relative rotational speed, N/N0, and the
main rotor power are shown in the last row; see Figs. 7–9.

The first maneuver that was analyzed was a doublet in-
put to the right in the lateral cyclic at a forward flight speed
of ucg = 13.37 m

s ; see Fig. 7. The collective, which is not
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Fig. 7: Reaction of the helicopter to a doublet right in the lateral cyclic at ucg = 13.37 m
s using the fully-coupled

dynamic inflow model with Nlbm = 128 ( ) and the Pitt-Peters model with ( ) and without steady-state rotor
assumption ( ). Flight test measurements ( ) for comparison. Pilot inputs at constant collective in the first
row, angular velocities in the cg-system, pcg,qcg,rcg, in the second row, and attitudes, Φ,Θ,Ψ, in the third row. Rate
of descent and rotor relative rotational speed, N/N0, together with the required main rotor power, Pmr, in the last
row.
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Fig. 8: Reaction of the helicopter to a doublet push in the longitudinal cyclic at ucg = 12.86 m
s using the fully-coupled

dynamic inflow model with Nlbm = 128 ( ) and the Pitt-Peters model with ( ) and without steady-state rotor
assumption ( ). Flight test measurements ( ) for comparison. Pilot inputs at constant collective in the first
row, angular velocities in the cg-system, pcg,qcg,rcg, in the second row, and attitudes, Φ,Θ,Ψ, in the third row. Rate
of descent and rotor relative rotational speed, N/N0, together with the required main rotor power, Pmr, in the last
row.
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Fig. 9: Reaction of the helicopter to a doublet push in the collective at ucg = 7.72 m
s using the fully-coupled dynamic

inflow model with Nlbm = 128 ( ) and the Pitt-Peters model with ( ) and without steady-state rotor assumption
( ). Flight test measurements ( ) for comparison. Pilot inputs at constant pedal in the first row, angular
velocities in the cg-system, pcg,qcg,rcg, in the second row, attitudes, Φ,Θ,Ψ, in the third row. Rate of descent and
rotor relative rotational speed, N/N0, together with the required main rotor power, Pmr, in the last row.



shown, was held constant for the test period. The result-
ing on-axis response described by the rolling angular ve-
locity, pcg, was predicted well by both the fully-coupled
model and also the Pitt-Peters model. Nevertheless, the
Pitt-Peters model without the steady-state assumption for
the rotor correlated better with the flight test data, which
can also be seen in the better agreement in the roll attitude,
Φ. The low-frequency oscillations in pcg indicated that the
blade flapping motion was excited extensively and did not
reach the steady state within one rotor revolution. Unfor-
tunately, the flight test data of pcg were subjected to signif-
icant high-frequency oscillations, which prevented a more
detailed analysis of the low-frequency behavior of pcg.

Regarding the off-axis response shown in the pitching
angular velocity, qcg, neither the fully-coupled nor the Pitt-
Peters model showed the correct amplitude that was ob-
served in the flight test. Nevertheless, all models showed
the correct trends and phasing in the time domain. The
same held for the pitch attitude, Θ. The angular velocity
in yawing direction, rcg, showed good agreement with the
flight test data for the fully-coupled and the Pitt-Peters in-
flow models, although its magnitude was slightly underpre-
dicted. The rate of descent was not trimmed to zero in the
flight test. Its trends were predicted correctly, whereas the
amplitudes were slightly underpredicted, which was true
for both inflow models. As the power required for the main
rotor changed during the maneuver, the main rotor rela-
tive rotational speed, N/N0, also changed due to the ab-
sence of an automatic engine control in the Bo-105. These
effects were not modeled, which prevented a meaningful
comparison between model and flight test. Nevertheless,
these quantities were included for completeness.

The doublet push in the longitudinal cyclic input at
constant collective, that was selected as second maneuver
for the comparison, was conducted at a forward speed of
ucg = 12.86 m

s ; see Fig. 8. As in the previous maneuver,
the on-axis response (shown here by the pitching angular
velocity, qcg) agreed well with the flight test for the fully-
coupled and the Pitt-Peters models. This also manifested
in an excellent agreement of the pitch attitude, Θ, with the
flight test data. The steady-state rotor assumption had a
significant influence on qcg, which becomes evident when
comparing the results without this assumption to the flight
test data, because then the reaction of the helicopter to the
overshoots in the longitudinal input were captured. Both
models reacted faster to the input than the helicopter in the
flight test, as can be seen in the instance of the first push
in the longitudinal cyclic and the system response in the
angular velocity qcg.

Concerning the off-axis response in pcg, both the fully-
coupled model and the Pitt-Peters inflow model showed an
underprediction of the helicopter’s response. Nevertheless,
trend and phasing were predicted correctly. Consequently,
the same held for the roll angle, Φ. Given the relatively low
magnitude of the angular velocity in yawing direction, rcg,
the predictions correlated well with the flight test for both
models and did not show an influence of the steady-state as-

sumption. The same held for the resulting yawing attitude,
Ψ. For the descent rate, the predicted results and the flight
test did not correlate. Neglecting the noise in the power
measurements and given the significant pilot input in the
longitudinal cyclic, the power required and the relative ro-
tational speed of the main rotor, N/N0, did not show much
variation during the flight test when compared to other ma-
neuvers (e.g., the collective input shown in Fig. 9).

A doublet push in the collective with constant lateral,
longitudinal, and pedal at a forward flight speed of ucg =
7.72 m

s is shown in Fig. 9. Without an engine control sys-
tem, the relative rotational speed of the rotor, N/N0, varied
significantly during the flight test, whereas in the computa-
tions, N/N0 was fixed at 100%. The increase and following
decrease of the rotor speed (that resulted from the sudden
change in collective input) yielded corresponding varying
power requirements in the flight test. However, as a result
from the fixed rotor rotational speed in the modeling, the
changes in the required power were caused solely by the
changes in collective, yielding a curve that resembled the
collective input time history.

The rate of descent of the flight test was not predicted
well, independently of the used dynamic inflow model.
Nevertheless, the same trends are seen if the phase offset
of the computations is neglected. For the rolling angular
velocity, pcg, and the resulting roll attitude, Φ, the com-
putations differed significantly from the flight test mea-
surements. The same held for the pitching angular rate,
qcg. Despite this outcome, the resulting pitch attitude,
Θ,computed by the fully-coupled model showed similar
magnitudes as the flight test. The angular velocity in yaw-
ing direction, rcg, was not trimmed to zero at the start of
the doublet push (in the flight tests), which was also re-
flected in the yaw attitude, Ψ. Apart from that, yaw pre-
dictions showed the correct trends, with an offset in the
magnitudes for both the fully-coupled and the Pitt-Peters
model. Except for the oscillations in the main rotor power,
the steady-state assumption did not change the vehicle dy-
namic reaction predicted by the Pitt-Peters model for the
investigated maneuver, which indicated the validity of the
steady-state rotor assumption for this case.

Summary and Conclusions

A fully-coupled, real-time-capable fluid dynamics/flight
dynamics simulation was developed, that was validated
against flight test data measured with a MBB Bo-105 heli-
copter. The comparison of pilot control inputs, attitudes,
and power required in trimmed stationary forward flight
showed the capability of the new inflow modeling approach
in the fully-coupled fluid dynamics/flight dynamics simu-
lation to correctly predict the vehicle behavior. The con-
vergence study in the lateral input indicated that this only
holds for resolutions of Nlbm = 128 or higher. This behavior
originated from the need to correctly calculate the forward-
aft variation of the inflow velocity, which was heavily res-
olution dependent. Although giving good results for for-



ward flight speeds up to ucg = 40 m
s , no convergence in the

required power and control inputs was found for the hover
case, which needs to be investigated further. For the con-
verged computations, the new model’s predictions were as
accurate as the results from the Pitt-Peters model.

To evaluate the dynamic system response to pilot inputs,
three maneuvers with increasing complexity in aerome-
chanic couplings were compared to flight test data and to
results obtained using the Pitt-Peters inflow model. For the
maneuvers that imposed a perturbation of the cyclic, good
agreement was found in the on-axis response. Without the
steady-state rotor assumption, the Pitt-Peters model corre-
lated better with the flight test data, which highlighted the
introduced restrictions due to this assumption. Therefore,
modeling without the steady-state rotor assumption is de-
sired.

The off-axis response was found to agree in shape but
underestimated the amplitudes for the maneuvers that used
cyclic inputs. The underprediction was similar to the re-
sults obtained using the Pitt-Peters inflow model instead
of the new modeling approach. This behavior was also
observed by Lewis [18], and shown by Rosen [20] to be
caused by wake distortions. The maneuver with a doublet
push in the collective indicated the need to correctly model
the engine and the inertia of the rotor system (to capture
the variations in the rotational speed) to improve the corre-
lation of the computational model and the flight test data,
independently of the used inflow model.

Aside from proving the potential of the new fully-
coupled inflow model, the investigation highlighted de-
ficiencies in the helicopter model and the inflow model
which need to be addressed. To correctly predict the
required power of the main rotor at high forward flight
speeds, the correct drag polar for the fuselage (including
velocity dependencies) will be necessary. Following the
discussion on the conducted convergence study, the reso-
lution of the Lattice-Boltzmann fluid dynamics solver that
is still computable in real-time has to be increased. While
shown results were obtained using one single graphics card,
this brings up the need to further parallelize the computa-
tions not only on multiple GPUs but also on multiple graph-
ics cards (or a GPU cluster).

After incorporating these improvements and proving
the validity, this real-time-capable, physics-based, fully-
coupled model can be used for piloted flight simulations.
In the next steps, the prediction of the rotorcraft flight dy-
namics and handling qualities in time-varying ground ef-
fect and in the airwake of ships and other objects has to be
validated for the model to reach its full potential. Without
the need for prior knowledge of the flow field or flight con-
ditions, the model will provide the capability to better train
pilots for complicated flight situations such as ship deck
landings, or flight in the complicated wake of large objects
such as skyscrapers, urban environment or mountainous re-
gions, reducing the risk of serious flight incidents.
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